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A comprehensive selection of unique timber 
products for creating beautiful, long-lasting 

walls and ceilings.
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Product – Tactile Loft White / Project – Kinloch Manor, WAIKATO / Professionals – Pattersons, Livingstone Builders, Virginia Fisher
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A collection of architectural interior panelling for 
modern walls and ceilings. 

NEW
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What makes Muuro unique? 

Supplied Pre-fi nished
Once installed, Muuro requires no additional coats, saving you time and money.

Clear Grade Oak
Each plank contains minimal wood knots and feature, providing you with a high-end, 

fl awless look.  

Long Lengths
100% full lengths with no shorts. The 2.7m planks create a more seamless look, have 

less wastage and allow for a care-free installation.

Lightweight
Weighing approximately half as much as a standard engineered plank, there is no 

need for large fi xings ensuring easy and fast installation.

Modern Refi ned Style
Available in 5 on-trend colours, bringing a contemporary style to interiors.

Sustainably Sourced
FSC® certifi ed, meaning Muuro is ethically sourced from sustainably managed 

forests.

What is Muuro?
For some, it’s entering a show-stopping interior 

and feeling transported by its perfection. 

For others, it’s the refi ned aesthetic of timber-

panelled walls and ceilings, its surfaces smooth 

and elegant. Whatever your desire, Forté’s 

latest engineered timber wall and ceiling 

panelling, Muuro, is devoted to distilling an air 

of refi nement in your home.

Muuro’s elegant collection will gleam in spaces 

that desire a clean, contemporary foundation. 

One of its standout features are the 2700mm-

length planks, ensuring a smooth, streamlined 

interior experience. With no shorts and fewer 

joins, this simply adds to the sense of refi nement 

in a room. 

Enlivening any space further is the planks 10mm 

thickness that includes a 0.6mm solid European 

Oak veneer, sourced only from sustainably 

managed forests. With such light-weight planks 

and no need for large fi xings, easy and fast 

installation is ensured.

There’s a harmony in Muuro’s streamlined 

nature that adds sophistication to your overall 

interior scheme. This is enhanced by the 

clean, modern Clear Grade of the timber. Its 

charm is such that only minimal wood knots 

and markings are visible, providing you with a 

fl awless surface. 

The name Muuro translates to the ‘wall’ in 

Spanish. In fact, the inspiration for this clean 

look takes its cue from the contemporary 

architecture of Spain, where this collection was 

crafted. The infl uence of Spain’s contemporary 

architecture, especially in the smooth, polished 

style of many iconic modern buildings, fi nds its 

home in Muuro.

Staying true to the Forté signature of quality 

materials and craft, Muuro is as close to 

creating a stylish retreat as you can get.
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Stocked
The Muuro Collection is stocked here in New Zealand ensuring effi cient dispatch 

and delivery.

Engineered Construction
Greater stability without the risk of cupping and warping. The Muuro Collection 

is a more sustainable option as it uses at least 16 times less natural timber than 

traditional solid timber.

Genuine European Oak or Walnut
Luxury look with a beautiful natural grain that looks cohesive with Oak fl ooring. 

Bona® Lacquer
Hard-wearing, long-lasting lacquer which reduces the risk of denting and scratching. 

Unifi t X® Locking Profi le
The Unifi t X® profi le is designed in such a way that the short side click connection 

of the panel is compatible with the long side click connection of the panel. This 

ingenious technology makes it possible to lay multiple patterns.

Unfi t X® has 3 installation possibilities (fold-down, angling and snapping), offering 

installers a fast and easy installation for different fl ooring patterns.

Muuro Colours

Buff Oak

Noir Oak

Sienna OakFresco Oak

Umber Walnut
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Buff  Oak

Let this illuminating European Oak work its light magic in your home, its 

soft brown-yellow bringing new life into any interior. Taking its cue from 

the Spanish stucco walls of the same hue, its pale tones combine with the 

clean nature of its Clear Grade planks to elevate your space to another 

level. Contemporary, yet classic, this will make every journey through your 

home a delight.

Code MU-BUCP

Finish Bona® Matte Lacquer

Species European Oak FSC® 

Sustainability FSC® Certifi ed

Wood Grade Clear

Surface Texture Brushed

Surface Sheen Extra Matte

Total Thickness 10mm 

Top Layer 0.6mm Solid European Oak Veneer 

Width 125mm 

Length 2700mm

Matching Accessories External Corner Profi le (coming soon)

Possible Laying Patterns:
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Fresco Oak

Calm and collected, Fresco Oak stands sophisticated in its subtle, light 

tones. Dignifi ed and classic, this timber style has an out-of-time quality 

that sets it apart from other styles. With details unique to Clear Grade 

timber, such as long-length planks and a refi ned aesthetic, Fresco Oak 

provides a true high-end experience.

Code MU-FRCP

Finish Bona® Matte Lacquer

Species European Oak FSC® 

Sustainability FSC® Certifi ed

Wood Grade Clear

Surface Texture Brushed

Surface Sheen Extra Matte

Total Thickness 10mm 

Top Layer 0.6mm Solid European Oak Veneer 

Width 125mm 

Length 2700mm

Matching Accessories External Corner Profi le (coming soon)

Possible Laying Patterns:
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Sienna Oak

Light, but resonating with warmth and earthiness, Sienna is named 

after the pigment that embodies it, added to stucco-textured interiors in 

many Spanish homes, for depth and vitality. Brown with red undertones, 

this Clear Grade timber radiates with minimal character in its tones. Its 

streamlined, long planks provide a stunning fi nish to your walls and ceiling.

Code MU-SECP

Finish Bona® Matte Lacquer

Species European Oak FSC® 

Sustainability FSC® Certifi ed

Wood Grade Clear

Surface Texture Brushed

Surface Sheen Extra Matte

Total Thickness 10mm 

Top Layer 0.6mm Solid European Oak Veneer 

Width 125mm 

Length 2700mm

Matching Accessories External Corner Profi le (coming soon)

Possible Laying Patterns:
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Noir Oak

Evoke a cocoon-like space with the dark and sumptuous tones of Noir. 

Combined with the refi ned aesthetic of this Clear Grade wood, Noir 

captures a dark beauty that is for the daring and bold. Inspired by the 

pigments used in fresco techniques common in Spain, this European Oak 

is a true object of beauty in breathtaking contemporary homes.

Code MU-NOCP

Finish Bona® Matte Lacquer

Species European Oak FSC® 

Sustainability FSC® Certifi ed

Wood Grade Clear

Surface Texture Brushed

Surface Sheen Extra Matte

Total Thickness 10mm 

Top Layer 0.6mm Solid European Oak Veneer 

Width 125mm 

Length 2700mm

Matching Accessories External Corner Profi le (coming soon)

Possible Laying Patterns:
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Umber Walnut

Mastering the freshness of golden tones balanced with rich browns, this 

mid-toned FSC® Certifi ed Walnut embodies all that is special about the 

Muuro Collection. With unique hues and a luxurious Clear Grade, Umber 

will make itself at home on any walls and ceilings.

Code MU-UMWCP

Finish Bona® Matte Lacquer

Species American Walnut FSC® 

Sustainability FSC® Certifi ed

Wood Grade Clear

Surface Texture Smooth

Surface Sheen Extra Matte

Total Thickness 10mm 

Top Layer 0.6mm Solid Walnut Veneer 

Width 125mm 

Length 2700mm

Matching Accessories External Corner Profi le (coming soon)

Possible Laying Patterns:
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A collection of salvaged Spruce re-worked into 
textural interior panelling with character.

NEW
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What is Salvare?
The Land Beyond the Forest is the mythological 

name given to the historical region of 

Transylvania, a place with an overwhelming 

connection to nature and its landscape. Home 

to bears, wolves and breath-taking mountain 

ranges, it is one of Europe’s wildest and 

untouched areas. The residents live their lives in 

the hopes of keeping it that way. 

The preservation of timber, or “green gold”, is an 

important way to sustain the natural beauty of 

Transylvania. When old wooden houses, barns 

and fences are torn down, hours are spent by 

workers salvaging every usable piece of the 

spruce and oak to give it a second purpose in 

life.

Once carefully recovered from these old 

structures, the beams and boards are 

meticulously hand-processed by a local factory 

and reworked into sturdy wall panels, retaining 

tremendous amounts of genuine history and 

character. 

The planks are ever-so-gently brushed and 

treated, ensuring the original surface is not 

compromised and allowing the timber’s alluring 

narrative to be captured and preserved within 

each plank.

By repurposing historical wood, the Salvare 

collection prevents the need to harvest new 

timbers, making the range a highly sustainable 

option for interiors.

The range acquires its name from the Romanian 

word Salvare, meaning to save, rescue and 

retrieve. The Salvare Collection brings a piece of 

old Transylvanian history to New Zealand, each 

piece being as conceptually captivating as it is 

visually charming.

What makes Salvare unique? 

Reclaimed and Sustainable
By re-purposing historical wood, Salvare prevents the need to harvest new timbers, 

making the range a highly sustainable option for interiors.

Retains genuine history and character 
Each product has its own unique backstory, sure to be a talking point in any interior. 

Stocked
The Salvare Collection is stocked here in New Zealand ensuring effi cient dispatch 

and delivery. 

Crafted in Europe
Salvaged from and made in Transylvania, a place with an overwhelming connection 

to nature and its landscape. 

Textured Surface
Available in a variety of fi nishes, each product is textured to the touch, adding depth 

and dimensions to your space.
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Salvare Colours

Silvered Spruce 
Panelling 

Natural Spruce Panelling Silvered Spruce Lamella

Natural Spruce Lamella White Distressed Spruce 
Panelling 

Charred Spruce 
Panelling 
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SILVERED SPRUCE
Silvered Spruce embraces the natural weathered effect that develops on outdoor timber over 

time. These planks have been left unfi nished to preserve their raw, natural form whilst retaining 

tremendous amounts of natural history and character. By carefully re-working them into stunning 

interior panelling and lamellas, this precious, natural resource is given a second life while adding 

a unique dimension to your space.

Silvered Spruce Panelling 

Code SA-SSP

Finish Unfi nished

Species Reclaimed Spruce 

Sustainability Reclaimed Product

Surface Texture Natural Weathered

Total Thickness 17mm (± 0.1mm) 

Wear Layer 5mm Solid Spruce 

Width 150mm 

Length 1000/1200/2200mm

Silvered Spruce Lamella 

Code SA-SSL-2.35m

Finish Unfi nished

Species Reclaimed Spruce 

Sustainability Reclaimed Product

Surface Texture Natural Weathered

Total Thickness 7mm (± 0.1mm)

Construction 7mm Solid Spruce

Width 100/140/180mm 

Length 500-2350mm
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NATURAL SPRUCE 
Natural Spruce has a beautiful natural-coloured surface with a hand-brushed texture that 

accentuates the wood’s natural grain pattern. It is supplied unfi nished for an authentic raw look 

and then hand-crafted into beautiful panelling for captivating interior walls and ceilings.

Natural Spruce Panelling 

Code SA-NSP

Finish Unfi nished

Species Reclaimed Spruce 

Sustainability Reclaimed Product

Surface Texture Brushed

Total Thickness 17mm (± 0.1mm) 

Wear Layer 5mm Solid Spruce 

Width 150mm 

Length 1000/1200/2200mm

Natural Spruce Lamella

Code SA-NSL-2.35m

Finish Unfi nished

Species Reclaimed Spruce 

Sustainability Reclaimed Product

Surface Texture Brushed

Total Thickness 7mm (± 0.1mm)

Construction 7mm Solid Spruce

Width 100/140/180mm 

Length 500-2350mm
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White Distressed Spruce 
Panelling 

Rescued from old Romanian structures and fi nished with a unique painted 

surface, this White Distressed panelling has been carefully hand-painted 

to enhance its textured, worn look. The engineered planks are available 

in mixed widths and varying lengths, creating a non-uniformed, charming 

look, sure to infuse interiors with a spirit of history and intrigue.

Code SA-SWP

Finish Water-based paint

Species Reclaimed Spruce 

Sustainability Reclaimed Product

Surface Texture Distressed and painted

Surface Sheen Matte

Total Thickness 17mm (± 0.1mm) 

Wear Layer 5mm Solid Spruce 

Width 150mm 

Length 1000/1200/2200mm
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Charred Spruce Panelling 

Sugi Ban is the Japanese heat treating process that gives Charred Spruce 

Panelling its unique blackened effect. After being rescued from old, 

Romanian structures, the timber is treated, hand-brushed and re-worked 

into engineered planks. The result, eye-catching panelling that accentuates 

the wood’s natural grain and character.

* Sugi Ban or Yaki Sugi is a Japanese heat treating process that results in 

a charred wood effect. Not only visually effective, Sugi Ban is appreciated 

for its improved longevity and fi re resistance. Resulting in a healthy, 

sustainable building material for interiors.

Code SA-SCP

Finish Rubio Oil

Species Reclaimed Spruce 

Sustainability Reclaimed Product

Surface Texture Brushed and Sugi Ban*

Total Thickness 17mm (± 0.1mm) 

Wear Layer 5mm Solid Spruce 

Width 150mm 

Length 1000/1200/2200mm
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Imondi
A collection of historic reclaimed timbers re-purposed into 
beautiful, one-of-a-kind interior engineered planks. 

Product – Imondi Weathered Oak / Project – Pic’s Peanut Butter Head Offi ce, Nelson / Professionals – JTB Architects, 
Coleman Construction Company 
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What is Imondi?
Imondi is a collection of reclaimed timbers that have been re-worked into beautiful, one-of-a-

kind interior engineered planks. Focused on handcrafted and sustainable slab rescue, Imondi 

planks are salvaged from old boats, barns and wooden poles in the Venetian canals. Imondi 

re-discovers the beauty of the past and creates the opportunity for this unique product to be 

appreciated and shared by the generations of the future. 

The distinctive look of Imondi products attracts those who seek character and uniqueness in 

design, as well as a heritage and legacy that will continue to live on within the timber. Imondi 

is available in various thicknesses, colour and textures. Herringbone and Chevron patterns are 

also available on request. 

What makes Imondi unique? 

Reclaimed and Sustainable
By re-purposing historical wood, Imondi prevents the need to harvest new timbers, 

making the range a highly sustainable option for interiors.

Retains genuine history and character 
Each product has its own unique backstory, sure to be a talking point in any interior. 

Stocked
Imondi is stocked here in New Zealand ensuring effi cient dispatch and delivery.

Textured Surface
Available in a variety of fi nishes, each product is textured to the touch, adding depth 

and dimensions to your space. 

Engineered Construction
Greater stability without the risk of cupping and warping.

Product – Imondi Weathered Oak / Project – Albany Forever Home, Auckland 
/ Professionals – Kirsten Ford Design, YellowFox, Creative Arch
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Product – Imondi Weathered Oak / Project – Pic’s Peanut Butter Head Offi ce, Nelson 
/ Professionals – JTB Architects, Coleman Construction Company 

Imondi Colours

Brownstone Oak Weathered Oak
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Brownstone Oak

Brownstone Oak features a deep, natural brown colour and is supplied 

pre-fi nished with oil. The 6mm wear layer of this product was painstakingly 

crafted from reclaimed Oak salvaged from derelict boats, barrels, 

navigation poles, doors, bridges and more. This product has then been 

reworked into engineered planks, minimising the waste of reclaimed 

timber by using it only on the face of the board, while the base is made 

from cross-directional ply which provides ultimate stability. Each plank 

distinctive and unique, Brownstone is sure to be a talking point in any 

interior.

Code SOBP21

Finish Natural Oil 

Species Reclaimed Oak 

Sustainability Reclaimed Product

Surface Texture Rough sawn texture with circular saw markings

Total Thickness 21mm

Wear Layer 6mm Reclaimed Oak

Width 70-270mm

Length 400-2200mm

Also Available in Herringbone and Chevron patterns available 

on request
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Weathered Oak

Weathered Oak planks come in a unique grey-brown colour and are 

supplied pre-fi nished with oil. The 4mm wear layer of this product was 

painstaking crafted from reclaimed Oak salvaged from early barns and 

mills throughout the United States. It is estimated to have been harvested 

towards the turn of the 18th & 19th century and would have originated 

from Oak forests that ran all the way from Virginia through to West Texas. 

This product has then been reworked into engineered planks, minimising 

the waste of reclaimed timber by using it only on the face of the board, 

while the base is made from cross-directional ply which provides ultimate 

stability. Each plank distinctive and unique, Weathered Oak is sure to be a 

talking point in any interior.

Code SOWP15

Finish Natural Oil 

Species Reclaimed Oak 

Sustainability Reclaimed Product

Surface Texture Rough sawn texture with circular saw markings

Total Thickness 15mm

Wear Layer 4mm Reclaimed Oak

Width 95mm

Length 400mm

Also Available in Herringbone and Chevron patterns available 

on request

Product – Imondi Weathered Oak / Project – NZ Consulate, Shanghai
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Tactile
Luxurious, textural engineered wall panelling with a distinct 
rough-sawn finish.

Product – Tactile Ebony / Project – Mica Ridge Residence, Otago / Professionals – Triple Star Management
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What is Tactile?
The Tactile Collection is a sophisticated wall and ceiling panelling range for those seeking an 

exclusive, luxury ambience within their space. Tactile’s heavily textured, saw-marked effect 

combined with a carefully developed modern stain, results in a look reminiscent of luxury 

lodges and cabins – a look hard to replicate. Tactile planks are pre-fi nished in a stunning matte 

Natural Oil and require no additional coats, ready to show-off immediately after installation.

What makes Tactile unique? 

Rough-sawn Texture
With a rough-sawn surface, Tactile has a unique and distinctive look and feel. 

Supplied Pre-fi nished 
Once installed, Tactile requires no additional coats, saving you time and money.

Genuine European Oak
Luxury look with a beautiful natural grain that looks cohesive with Oak fl ooring. 

Engineered Construction
Greater stability without the risk of cupping and warping. 

Natural Oil Finish
Offers a beautiful, natural, untouched look.

Product – Tactile Loft White / Project – Closeburn Lodge, Otago / 
Professionals – Sumich Chaplin, Triple Star Construction, Virginia Fisher
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Product – Tactile Loft White / Project – Kinloch Manor, Waikato / 
Professionals – Pattersons, Livingstone Builders, Virginia Fisher

Tactile Colours

Ebony Loft White
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Ebony

The rough-sawn texture of the Tactile plank is distinctive and unique, but 

when combined with Ebony’s rich colour, the planks are taken to another 

level. In a striking shade of black, the stain still makes way for the woods 

natural features to shine through, whilst giving the spotlight to the stunning 

rough-sawn texture. Tactile Ebony is sure to bring a sophisticated, textural 

element to the walls and ceilings in your space.

Code TRSOEB

Finish Natural Oil 

Species European Oak 

Sustainability PEFC® Available on request 

Surface Texture Heavy rough-sawn 

Total Thickness 15mm

Wear Layer 4mm Solid European Oak 

Width 240mm

Length 2200mm

Loft White

The rough-sawn texture of the Tactile plank is distinctive and unique, but 

when combined with Loft White’s luxurious colour, the planks are taken to 

another level. With an understated white tone, Loft White’s natural features 

and stunning texture are invited to shine through. Tactile Loft White is 

sure to bring a luxurious, textural element to the walls and ceilings in your 

space.

Code TRSOLW

Finish Natural Oil 

Species European Oak 

Sustainability PEFC® Available on request 

Surface Texture Heavy rough-sawn 

Total Thickness 15mm

Wear Layer 4mm Solid European Oak 

Width 240mm

Length 2200mm

Product – Tactile Ebony / Project – Mica Ridge Residence, Otago / Professionals – Triple Star Management
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Forté Showrooms

FORTÉ AUCKLAND

373 New North Road,

Kingsland, Auckland 

(Inside Evoque)

FORTÉ QUEENSTOWN

313 Hawthorne Drive, 

Frankton, Queenstown

FORTÉ WELLINGTON

Ground Floor - The Woolstore, 

262 Thorndon Quay, Pipitea, 

Wellington

FORTÉ WANAKA

21/12 Frederick Street, 

Wanaka 9381

FORTÉ HEAD OFFICE & SHOWROOM

3 Keith Place, Pukekohe 2120

Welcoming and collaborative spaces for residential and 
commercial design inspiration

Product – Tactile Ebony / Project – Kinloch Manor, Waikato / 
Professionals – Pattersons, Livingstone Builders, Virginia Fisher



Auckland Showroom
373 New North Road, 
Kingsland, Auckland

Wellington Showroom
262 Thorndon Quay, 
Pipitea, Wellington

Queenstown Showroom
313 Hawthorne Drive,  
Frankton, Queenstown

forte.co.nz
info@forte.co.nz
0508 35 66 77

Find us on social media:
 Forte Flooring
 @forteflooring


